
5 Easy Steps for Writing Your First Haiku  

 

Japanese Haiku have a long history, and come in many forms, but I use the style most commonly taught 

in American schools (three lines of five, seven, and five syllables). Plus, just between you and me, I’m not 

fussy about breaking rules to get you get writing fast with a lot of fun. 

1.  Be a “close witness” of the world.  (Thanks for the phrase Kim Stafford!) 

The starting place for writing involves no writing at all.  Begin by paying attention to common inspiration 

from your daily life (like backyard birds or how people drive in the carpool line).  Living a wide awake life 

helps you notice what others miss.  Savor these small haiku moments. Capture them with words. The 

more you look, the more inspiration for writing you’ll get. It’s like magic.  Promise. 

2. Be playful.  Have fun. Make a mess in your journal.  Count syllables on your fingers like a little kid. 

I compose each poem on a two-page spread in my journal.  I think of the pages as a haiku playground. 

By the time I arrive at a poem I like, the pages are littered with crossed out lines and a rainbow of colors 

from my markers.  I love seeing my process on the page.   (Full disclosure, I compose a lot of haiku on my 

phone, too.  I never know when inspiration will strike, and guess what’s usually in my hand?)  

3. Use this jaw-dropping trick to count syllables correctly. 

Put your hand on your chin.  Read your haiku out loud.  Count 1 syllable every time your jaw drops.   

4. Start with a seed idea that could be either a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd line.   

At first, don’t worry about syllable count.  Then, shape your idea into a 5 or 7 syllable line.  Next, build 

the rest of your haiku around it. Make final tweaks, as needed.  

5.  Break traditional haiku rules. 

First, authentic haiku don’t have titles, but sometimes I write long titles so I can use more words.  

Second, haikus usually refer to nature and/or a single moment, but write about anything you want. 

Choosing your own topic makes the writing experience better because you care about the words on 

the page a lot more.  

Tag me @lorrie_stories with #haikumyday if you share your haiku on Instagram.  I share all things haiku 

at lorriet.com, and step-by-step teaching videos on Facebook @spreadingwritinglove.  
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